My War Memories, 1914-1918
in relays. The few wireless stations did good service. Here again I was always successful in getting a grasp of the situation and-transmitting orders in time.
The inhabitants gave us no trouble. They were docile and did not resist the measures we took. The idea of calling them up for service against the Russians, which had frequently been mooted, proved impracticable. The so-called Polish Legion of the Austrian Army was mostly composed of Galician Poles who were liable for service in that Army. Only later was the full meaning of this brought home to me.
IV
On the 4th October the bulk of the Austrian Army, the ist, 3rd and 4th Armies, began the forward movement; on the 5th they crossed the Wisloka. The Russians offered no serious resistance. By the gth the Austrian forces had reached the river San, and forced their way into Przemysl.
On the 4th of October the Austrian ist Army and the right wing of the gth Army were engaged near Klimontoff and Opatoff with Russian rifle brigades, which came off very lightly. The ist Austrian Army now shifted its centre of gravity to Sandomir, whilst the right wing of the gth Army continued its advance towards the Vistula above its confluence with the San.
The aoth A.C. reached the region north-west of Kielce, and the I7th A.C., after a slight engagement, reached Radom and concentrated there. General Frommel's Corps had reached the Tomassov-Koliuszki Station line, and the 8th Cavalry Division was somewhere near Rawa. Between Kalisz and Thorn our frontier-defence troops slowly pushed their way into Poland. We also used them on our line of communications.
Meanwhile we were receiving continuous reports that Siberian Army Corps were being detrained at Warsaw, and that strong forces were pushing along the right bank of the Vistula north of its junction with the San. We had an impression that great enemy operations were in preparation against the gth Army.
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